
3APL Examples

In this document, we present two examples of 3APL programs. The first example is
single agent consisting of one 3APL program and the second example is multiagent
consisting of two 3APL programs that should execute on the 3APL platform in
parallel (see user guide for more information on the 3APL platform). Other examples
can be found in the user guide and in the software download package.

Single Agent Program

1 PROGRAM "robot"
2 CAPABILITIES:
3 { pos(X,Y) } West() { NOT pos(X,Y) , pos(X - 1,Y) }
4 BELIEFBASE:
5 pos(100,10).
6 GOALBASE:
7 goWest()
8 RULEBASE:
9 goWest() <- pos(0,Y) | SKIP ,

10 goWest() <- pos(X,Y) AND X>0 | BEGIN West();goWest() END

In this example, it is assumed that the agent, called robot, is situated in a grid
having a position specified by the pair (X,Y). This agent can perform only one
action, i.e. West(), after which the horizontal position of the agent (X-value) is
decreased by one. Initially, the agent believes that it is situated at the position
(10,10) and wants to achieve the goal goWest(). How the goal can be reached is
specified by two rules. The first rule indicates that the goal has been achieved if the
agent is at the position (0,Y) and the second rule specifies that the goal can be
achieved by performing the action West() after which the goal should be achieved
again.
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Multiagent Program

1 PROGRAM "harry"
2

3 CAPABILITIES:
4

5 BELIEFBASE:
6 me(harry).
7 you(sally) .
8

9 GOALBASE:
10

11 RULEBASE:
12 <- you(You) | Send(0, You, inform, hello(You) ),
13 <- me(Me) AND received(V, You, inform, hello(Me)) AND
14 NOT sent(V,You,inform,thanks(You)) |
15 Send(0, You, inform, thanks(You) )

1 PROGRAM "sally"
2

3 CAPABILITIES:
4

5 BELIEFBASE:
6 me(sally).
7 you(harry) .
8

9 GOALBASE:
10

11 RULEBASE:
12 <- you(You) | Send(0, You, inform, hello(You) ),
13 <- me(Me) AND received(V, You, inform, hello(Me)) AND
14 NOT sent(V,You,inform,thanks(You)) |
15 Send(0, You, inform, thanks(You) )

In this example, there are two agents, called harry and sally, that say hello to each
other and react with a thanks to the hello of the other. These agents uses only the
predefined communication action Send, which needs not to be specified. Initially,
the agents believe their own names and the name of the other. These agents are
programmed as reactive agents which means that they do not have their own goals
to pursue. The reactive behavior of each agent is specified by two rules. The first
rule indicates that the agent should send a message to the other agent informing
the other with hello, and the second rule indicates that whenever the agent receives
a hello message from the other agent to which it has not responded yet, it should
send a message to thanks it.
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